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Necessary and sufi&nt conditions: far a one variable function to be the main diagonal of a 
Sbeffer function are given and estimates are obtained for the number of Sheffer furktwns. 
Many papers [l-9] dealing with Sheffer functions have recently jypeared. In 
these papeij: the authors deal with criteria for a function to be a She&r function. 
In Cl] and [4] the authors give general fo?ms for many Sheffer functions. 
The present paper gives necessary and sufficient conditions for a function of one 
variable to be t’ie main diagonal of a Shefkr function. It also draws many 
conclusions concerning the multitude of Sheffer functions of k variables. 
Let &={O, 1,. . . , k -* 1). By a k-valued function we will mean a function 
f : E+ &. By a k-valued logic Pk we will mean the set of sufzh functions. 
Ckkler the sets Lo(f) = {f(x,, x2, . . . . x,)) U {x,, x2, . . . , xi, . . .) and L,+,(f) = 
(f(Yl, Y29 l l l 9 Y,)) *with yi E Li(f) U{X,, x2, . . .} for all i. Then by the set of func- 
tions If] generatei by f we will mean the set U iao Li(f). A function q 
(x1, x2,. l l 9 x,& P&a 3 2) will be called Sheffer if [(u] = Pk. A selfmap 50 : Ek ---) Ek 
is called‘ a complete cycle if none of the equalities cp* (i) = cp”( i) holds unless lp - a 
is divisible by k. A selfnup of Ek will be called a transposition if its restriction to 
some subset of two or three elements coctaining two consecutive (mod k) ones of 
& is a complete cycle on this subset and its restriction to the rest of & equals the 
identity. 
2. On the main diagonal sf the Sbeffer funetiolms 
The following comes from [4]: 
Lemma 2.1. A k-valued function f(x,, x2,. . . , x, 1) is Shefler if cud only if it 
generates the symmetrzc pup Sk (k 3 4). 
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(thr: !z%.zr is denoted by asterisks in Fig. l), we can define 4p(x1, x, . . . , x, ai( = 
a(x,xo be <Et trslnsposition. The transposition can have either the cycle (m, ilk -! : j, 
if the two diagonals have no common elements, or ai = i # m, m + 1 or 
. @j(i), &(i) + 1, i) or (i si(i)) (if i -@(i) = k 1). 
Thurs, -&d by Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2, cp is Sheffer. -. _. . 
Rkd~ The proof can be completed to cover the cases of k = 2 and k = 3 as 
weil. 
3* On the muMWe o# SheffeP functjons 
In this part of the paper we will find a lower bound for the number of Shetier 
functions with a given main diagonal, rp(x, x, . . . , x) = g(x) and k 2 4. Using the 
notation oE Theorem 2.3, to a given g(x) we can freely choose a complete cycle 
&q in k! way. If we fix a power j to 6:x), the 8’ diagonal can be oetincd in 
numerous ‘ivays o as to yield a transposition together with 6(x). Namely, 
a0 a1 l ** ak-2 ak-l 
al a2 l * ak-3 aO 
and I(x) is either 
x % ai+ p2 P3 l ” Pk-2 Pk-, if k is odd 
? 
Of 
x ai ai+i p2 83 @5 ” l #?k-2 &-I if k is euc~ 
, 
then by these ovo selfmaps a transposition is generated. 
Proof. .L The first too cases 
7”(x) = T~-~(X) or f’(X) = Tkv3(X) 
respectively have the form, 
In the third and fourth case 
r”(x) = T k-3{X) 3r T”(X) = F4(X) 
have the form: 
x In Pi PitI 183 PS ** l @k--l 
~7ilj--~~~-G---jz~ & '** &_l' 
In the first two casec we have k(k --- 3)! ways to choose different r(x‘,, while in tm 
third and fourth cases thr re are k(k - l)(k - 4)! dii!ferect ways. That is, we can 
choose at least k(k -3)! different T(X) for a given 6(x) SC as to generflte the 
symmetric group and tht:s make the function She&r. 
CO~O&B~ 3.2. For a g&n fixed point free g(x) crnd a complete cycle S(x) w+? have 
at leusr k(k - 3)! Sheffet functiuns containing Sjx) 5pr the g-diagonal GQd 7,(x) in 
some 6’ diagonal, j being the same for alI of them. 
Considering our possib?!.~ * i ;A~ for choosirrg S(x), and for filling the rest of the 
table of a function f(z, y) we have as a simple consequence. 
3.3. I;‘Qr free selfmap >ue have at least 
k!(k -~j#‘++X diflerent Shefler @nctic)ns &, y) with q[x, x) = c(x). 
Proof. 
Safomaa [4] proposed follc wing What the minimal mr 
of the va”tues of f which it can determined that f is the 
paper he proved that m 3 k + 2 with equality !; if k a prime rrumber. 
It should that al! Sheffer can stated to be Shelter by 
so many their values known. Still, as a 
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